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MATHS AT OPS 
 
Maths has certainly changed since we were at school! In fact, the number one thing I can say 
about teaching and learning maths is that it is fun. OPS has been working hard to develop a 
whole school maths philosophy and we thought we better share it with all of our families as it is 
different and there might be some language that is new or unfamiliar. 
 
The main things that we want our students to do in all maths lessons is to learn or apply a skill, 
think and have fun. We ensure all of our lessons have these 3 key factors and I hope after 
reading this you will agree why these are so important. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CLOSED     OPEN   EXTENDED INVESTIGATIONS 
 

- Skills        -     Skills 
-     Thinking 
-     Reasoning 
-     Communicating 
-     Collaborating 
-     Catering for ability 

 
We are used to learning maths in a closed way. An example of this would be a room has a 
length of 5m and a width or 4m. What is the area? 
This helps us to learn a skill, but there is a lot less fun and not a whole lot of thinking or 
strategising involved. Especially when all the feedback we got from our teachers was a tick or 
cross on a page.  
Now, we might ask if the area of a room is 20m squared, what could the perimeter be? What 
shapes could the room be? How do you know? Are there more possibilities? Can you find a 
pattern? 
These types of investigations promote opportunities to think creatively, reason, use a range of 
strategies and materials, apply their learning, communicate and problem solve as well as learn 
and apply a skill. 
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Our world is changing and so is what employers are looking for. They want all of these skills and 
more. As educators, we need to be creative about how we can prepare students for this. 
Yes, we still need to know our number facts and multiplication tables, but unless you are 
actively applying these it is just a bunch of meaningless numbers. You might as well memorise 
cat x dog = bird, unless you can see where you need multiplication, why we need it and where 
we use it. 
 
Over my years of teaching I have heard from multiple parents and carers where the main 
message is ‘maths isn’t my strong suit’ or ‘I hated maths at school’. We aim for students to walk 
out of OPS saying ‘WE LOVE MATHS!’ We have lots of game play and outside engaging activities 
to promote this love of maths. 
 
Some language you may have heard from your child/ren is the zone of confusion. This has been 
something we have been working on as we approach challenging learning tasks. We want kids 
to feel challenged, in a safe and supportive environment. We have wide ranging abilities levels 
within each classroom and we want all students to feel challenged and excited to progress and 
learn. This is where the zone of confusion comes in. If you are in the zone, you might feel like 
you don’t know the answer straight away, or that you need to have some thinking time. You 
might even feel a little frustrated. These are okay and perfectly natural feelings that we will face 
time and time again across many contexts. We need to learn strategies to deal with these 
feelings, rather than give up or move on immediately.  
 
This weekend, I encourage you to look for maths all around you in the world. Is it how fast do 
you think a bird is flying? Can we compare it to something else? What about the footy scores? 
What will your team need to do to get into finals? Will it come down to percentage? Can you 
ask your child to teach you a maths game they play in class? 
If you’re asking a question, try to encourage some reasoning or justifying in your child/ren’s 
responses. Ask if they can convince you if they are right? What makes them feel that way? Can 
they prove it? Can they explain it to someone else? If they aren’t sure, why and what about the 
problem makes them unsure? 
 
It is an exciting time to teach and learn maths that is for sure! 

 

              
      Here are our 5/6s creating a square and using  

strategies to prove it is a square – finding angles 
and by halving line lengths! 

Here is Jobe using a number line to help solve  
a problem! 


